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On
December
6,
2005,
Longwood University celebrated
the dedication of the New
Science Building. The ceremony
began at 4 pm with a lecture by
James Randi, an investigator of
paranormal claims.
Afterward, the masses gathered in front of the new building
to hear President Cormier speak
on behalf of the dedication.
v\fter Cormier spoke, Dr. Helen
P. Warriner-Burke from the
Board of Visitors spoke about
the new building and the power
of teaching. Burke stated that
this event was not just about science, but was inclusive of faculty,
fundamentals and most of all,
the teachers.
She recalled one of the things
a teacher said that made the most
impression on her: "If you don't
turn out to be more accomplished learners than I have, then
1 have failed at my job." Burke
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ing Physics, David Walker representing Biology and Chris
Shuford representing Chemistry,
students in Longwood's Natural
Sciences department, cut a 16foot-long ribbon that looked like a
•
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model of the DNA double helix.
The ribbon helix was created by
two members of the department's
faculty, Consuelo Alvarez, assistant professor of biology, and
Left: Chris ShuJord.Or. Cormier, Kristen Casalenuovo, Dr. McWee, Dr.Ross,
Gary Lutz, assistant professor of
David Walker,Dr.Parry cutting the ribbon at the new science building.
Right: A student examines a DNA model.
rhoto MWU# of Lt*it Caiiyle chemistry. They designed the
DNA model for the dedication,
Dr. Michelle Parry gave her
said that she has watched
and will continue to use the model
Longwood grow and told the words of excitement and hope in their classrooms as a teaching
audience, "Don't tell me about the for the new facilities and equip- aid. The anatomically correct
ment. She shared her relief that
good ol' days: they are now."
model was made of four 4-foot
Dr. Charles Ross followed, rec- the science department would no dowel rods, 39 foam panels and
ognizing the faculty, staff, and all longer have to put in requests for ribbons representing Ix>ngwood's
those who contributed to making COWs (computers on wheels), colors.
the dream of a new science build- because each classroom will be
The faculty members will begin
ing a reality. This is the most equipped with its own "sympodi- moving their things into the new
complicated project Longwood um," an interactive pen display building and when science classes
has undertaken, both in its build- that doubles as a computer mon- resume in January, they will be
ing and the fight to convince the itor and A/V control panel.
held in the 70,822 sq ft. state-ofAfter the speakers finished, the-art building.
Commonwealth of Virginia to
Kristen Casalenuovo representfund it.

Paranormal Investigator Challenges Supernatural with Science
Kfisten Casalenuovo
Opinion Editor
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Several captive Longwood community members stared at a quarter on the table, as they gathered
for lunch in the Grand Dining
Hall. The coin was methodically
covered with a salt shaker, and
the shaker with a paper napkin.
Assured that the quarter could
not have escaped their cautious
attention, viewers were speechless as the magician, after chanting incoherendy, crushed the napkin to reveal that the quarter was
still extant, but the salt shaker had
vanished. "I always mess this
trick up!" exclaimed the magician
as his audience erupted in laughter.
Bold; skeptical; hilarious;
amazing—the latter word is the
most popular description of the
many qualities of James Randi,
the
genius
who
graced
Longwood with his intellectual
charm for the grand opening of
the new science building on

James Randi demonstrating a
magic trick with a matchbox.
thoxo counts!f ofLtm Oalyle

Tuesday.
The Amazing Randi's fascination
with the supernatural began when
he was fifteen years old. He initiated his career as a mentalist, which is
a fancy word for a magician who
employs various techniques and
tricks to "read" people's minds and
make predictions. His pursuits
evolved into the investigating
claims of supernatural powers after
he became highly resentful that
innocent people were being taken

advantage of by those who
declare to wield such abilities.
Randi admits that sometimes
such deception is just misinformation, but that in itself can be
irreparably damaging, because "it
leads them on the pursuit of
something that is not really there
and they waste rime, intellect, and
emotional
security."
Misinformation is just the tip of
the iceberg for frauds. False
claims of the paranormal can be
essentially traced back to greed
and prestige. One of Randi's
favorite questions to be asked is,
"They wouldn't write a book
about something that isn't true,
would they?" His answer is frank
as he smiles, "Of course they
would! There's money in it."
Randi believes that the people
that believe in the paranormal are
not informed and so to them,
magical solutions are appealing.
Claims that unipole magnets in
shoes aid in walking, for instance,
will as he says, make any physicist
"clutch their chest" because such

a magnet is physically impossible
by all known natural laws.
However, because most people
aren't physicists, notions such as
this can proliferate in a large
majority of the public before
being recognized and reconciled.
Randi's investigation of the
paranormal has, at rimes, taken
interesting turns. For three
months, he was on tour with Alice
Cooper as his "executioner,"
beheading Alice on stage some
one hundred times. "And it never
worked; he always came back the
next night," Randi jokes.
Randi counters the human
obsession with the paranormal.
He admits that although no one
has collected his one million dollar
cash prize for anyone who can
show evidence of supernatural
power, it doesn't mean it doesn't
exist. He makes no claim for or
against the existence of such phenomena.
But for those who do, he offers
one simple challenge: prove it.
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Words From Tke Editor: Walt Whitman: Tke Definitive Citizen Leader
Lately there
has been a
lot of discussion
on
Citizen
Leadership
at Longwood
and
the
entire thing has made me
realize that I have no idea
what in the hell a "citizen
leader" really is. Is it a mere
symbol, the student body
president, or just a term that
defines Longwood?
Ever since I came to preview at Longwood, visions of
citizen leadership have been
pumped into my head.* I think
the most definitive answer I
received was from a professor
(I will leave anonymous), who
told me his view of citizen
leadership at Longwood is the
multitude of cigarette butts
littered throughout the campus. How is he or anyone else
supposed to take citizen leadership seriously when we can-

not even take a few proactive
steps to an ashtray?
It has come to my attention that this term is being
phased out into people discovering the power within
themselves, but what I have
discovered is that Longwood
spends an awful lot of time,
money and efforts on public
relations,
rather
than
actions.
The problem I see is the
lack of proactive students
and faculty. There is a definite issue with diversity, and
while it is encouraged by the
university, whenever it
occurs, it is for some reason
discouraged.
When I think of leaders,
they are those people who
have defied and defined our
society. One man who particularly comes to mind is
Walt Whitman—the citizen
leader of America. The
problem with Whitman and
his writing, in his day and for

decades after, were the harsh
judgments
immediately
passed. Attacks were made
against him before people
looked beyond his sexuality to
see all the good things he did.
He fought to abolish slavery;
he fought to unite America and
spiritualize the wasteland the
world was turning into.
Society found it easy to violently object Whitman's techniques and subject matter, but
in his acceptance of prostitutes, religions, murderers, all
sexuality, the despised and
deformed, he was accepting all
of America. As an observer of
life, he wrote America into
existence by validating every
element of the American experience.
Whitman was not going to
accept the fact that life was
crumbling due to wars in his
country and around the world.
He was a proactive citizen
leader who brought philosophical significance to the most

simple objects and actions to
remind America that all sights,
sounds and tastes can encompass spiritual importance. It is
now known that white males
(the self-prescribed superior
beings) were personally insulted that he and his sexuality
were ppVajected representation of them.
He called out to his country,
urging the people to not only
listen and believe, but to do
something about it. In the
future, Longwood Seminar
instructors should have their
students read "Song of
Myself" and remind them of
the greatness that was Walt
Whitman—the gay poet, crusader for liberty and social justice, and nationalist.
While Walt Whitman has
been dead for years, there are
still many other citizen leader
role models that Longwood
students and individuals
everywhere can aspire to be
like.

Our
university . and
Farmviile
are
fortunate
enough to have Morris Dees
coming to speak in January,
another man who Longwood
students should listen to and
not take his words for granted. He left his high-paying
job and founded the Southern
Poverty Law Center, to help
those without an income that
otherwise could not fight the
injustice they were enduring.
If our citizen leaders can take
time out from their complaining, listen to these insightful
paradigms and do something,
Longwood will be prosperity
bound.

4*9Janet Jones
hditor-in-Chief
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O, how many times have we been
witness to the showing of "A
Christmas Story"?
Dozens?
Thousands?
For most, it's too many to count
on our hands and toes. If you add
up the number of people you have
seen it with, then I think the total
amount of people would equal the
population of Saskatchewan.
I am incredibly stoked for the
upcoming holiday festivities. How
can anyone not be?
Everything those festivities will
bring rocks: friends, no school, the
occasional sleet storm, food, and
due to living in a capitalistic society, the presents.
Like new love, new presents are
beautiful. But new love/presents
are sad because they bring back
old loves/presents, including bad
ones (Thank you, Mr. Dan
Bernstein).
Through years of therapy and
Stuart Smiley self-help eight-track
series, I am able to share with you
the tale of my most terrible experience.
It was 1988.
I was four.
My Aunt Rae and Uncle Bob
came down for Christmas with
their daughter, Laura who was a
year younger than me.
We had a little tradition after

Christmas Eve Mass—the kids
would open their presents from
their aunts and uncles.
I suppose my parents were
smart, because how else could
kids sit through Mass without
some sort of aide? The patronage
system is still alive, folks.
The scene was perfect. We had
a fire going, the women had a
winter wine in their hands, Uncle
Bob had his Milwaukee's Best,
and my Pops had Dewar's on the
rocks. Snow began to fall and the
Tannenbaum was aglow with
blinking lights.
In the middle of the living
room there were sixteen wrapped
presents.
Eight apiece.
My cousin and I were the only
children, so it had to be equal for
there to be peace that night.
Little did they know...
Being a gentlemen my whole
life, I let Laura go first.
She tore into the first one like a
vulture on something that has
been dead for a few weeks. It was
a nice Barbie doll.
'Terrific," I thought to myself,
"maybe I will get G.I Joes."
My turn, and I picked the most
shimmering one. I prayed a little
prayer and began the onslaught
' It was a puzzle. A puzzle featuring Heathcliff the Cat.

I mean, I couldn't even get
Garfield.
The next five presents went
like this for my cousin: Barbie,
Barbie, Barbie car, Barbie, and
Stacey (Barbie's lirde sister).
Mine: puzzle, puzzle, puzzle,
puzzle, puzzle.
I started to sweat bad and
eyed my parents' drink really
quick.
I couldn't believe it.
But it gets worse.
Two more to go.
Her final two were guess
what?
Barbie...and surprise, surprise... Barbie.
My seventh, you got it, a puzzle.
Great googlymoogly.
I sat and stared at the final one
for what seemed like an eternity.
Finally my Dad got really
impatient and picked it up.
I yelled, "No!" I had to face
this like a man. My little hands
took hold of the present. I
calmly sighed/swore. I carefully
peeled away a corner of the
wrapping paper.
What!?
What I saw, I couldn't believe.

see PAT p.3
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"If you're not mad, you're not paying attention!"

PAGI. I

Props and Drops
The Rotunda would like to encourage anyone and
everyone to submit props and drops to rotunda@longwood.edu

Props;
Ty^"Acti^iA^ i^your outittfor hatt\Jjn^
Thi*iAfyour
ycnu-charu&t&dxrx>methin# about icxietale* fa
Soipeah up a*ut act up. 3ecau4c, if youlre, not mad/, youJrv not paying- attention* E-mail
Actti/iit idea* to roturula@lonQwooii/.edu<.

Soup Madness
Ellie Woodruff
A&E Editor and Cartoonist
As happens in all advanced societies, the moment we have achieved
a basic level of comfort and satisfaction with our policies and
philosophies we are left with no
other recourse than to complain
about the food. The Ancient
Egyptians, the Roman Empire?
They over expanded and suddenly
found themselves with too many
people and not enough take-away
Chinese eateries. Society crumbled.
And such as it is with Ixmgwood
University.
We've seen many great things at
Longwood lately. The reopening of
the Rotunda this past spring, the
near completion of our new science building, the random appearance of cigarette pyramids and
newly planted shrubs. But when
will it come to an end-1 We must
remain ever vigilant and our best
gauge of our academic decay can
be found in the Dining Hall.
Specifically? In the soup.
I've been a fan of soup well
before I came to Longwood's campus, and as of late, I notice a worrying trend. Repetition of unimaginative soups such as "Cream of
Mushroom" and "Chicken and
Rice"
and
the
ubiqitous
"Vegetable." Longwood! Do you
not realize that if you allow your

taste buds to stagnate in such
pedestrian fare, you deny yourself
the inspiration and stimulation of
novelty!? Take risks! Try new
soups! Buck the system on these
so-called "traditional" soups.
Take the Vegetable soup for
instance. When and if they remember to not make it with beef stock,
the actual vegetables come into
question. Vegetable soup is comprised of peas, green beans, corn,
potato, lima beans, tomato, and a
few scraps of carrots. Of these,
only carrots can really be considered a vegetable. Tomatos, as we
know, are fruit, potatos are so
starch heavy they should probably
be considered a bread, and corn?
Corn is grain! If you question the
green beans, peas or lima beans,
they are by all rights called
"legumes." And legumes occupy a
shady area of the food pyramid
that is neither vegetable, fruit, or
grain.
Obviously, this Vegetable soup is
an insidious manifestation of our
unwillingness to question the very
tood-stuffs served to us. When we
do not question our food,
Longwood, we cease to question
the larger forces at work serving it
to us.
When we do not have "vegetable-legume-grain-fruit" soups to
contend with, we have other dubi-

ous concoctions of "Baked
Potato Soup" that looks more like
scalloped potatos and tastes more
like some of the left over building
materials from the new science
building. When strapped for time
and inspiration, you'll also find
"Cream of . ""Something" soups
readily available. These mild mannered soups seem nearly interchangable - because they are.
They're all Cream of Crap when
served barely above room temperature and either made too viscous to scoop out or so watery
that you wonder if skim milk is
standing in as a cream substitute.
1 can appreciate that some of
you might be dubious of the food
quality indicator of institutional
stability model I'm blithely glossing over here. I suggest you buy
into it anyway. Complaining about
the food and hashing over tiny
factors that make your life
uncomfortable is overall easier
than standing up and looking
around to see what larger problems are going on.
Much less doing anything
about them. And if I'm wrong, if
there really is nothing out there
on this campus or in the country
that ticks someone off enough to
say something about it, then
what's a litde ranting about soup
going to hurt?

Old Saint Nick Receives Pleas From Co-Ed Kid?
This letter was originally
printed in the December 14,
1960,
edition
of
The
Rotunda.
Dear Santa,
I am a freshman at Longwood
College and this Christmas I
would like presents which will be
useful for college life. I hope my
list isn't too long because my
friends and I really need these
presents.
To start off with, even though
everyone knows you're not a doctot, could you drop off some
temper pills when you come by
for those of us working on the
freshman production? A few

freshmen arc still working on
their term papers and seem to be
running low on No-doz. They
sure would like a new botde-full.
Many of us could also use muscle-pills after taking those physical fitness tests.
Do you think we might have
some more Elvis records for the
dining room? And, Santa, I have a
request for oxygen masks from
the girls who sit in the diningroom balcony.
I know some hungry freshmen
who would really appreciate a
skeleton key to the refrigerators.
This year I've decided not to
ask for many clothes, but I would

like a kilt to wear only on back
campus, if you can bring it. I
would also like a new rat hat, or
better yet, the one I lost raiding
the sophomores back.
Santa, would you please bring
the night watchmen a brand
new coffeepot to thank them
for their faithful service and
bright smiles.
Lastly, all of us would like a
large supply of tissue for spring
vacation calendars.
Thank you very much, Santa
Claus, and Marry Christmas.
From,
Flossie Freshman

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

Strawberry cake
Snow days
Bloody Marys
Holiday music
Going to the bar four times in one day
Melissa and Sara for cleaning up the glaze room
Facilities for cleaning up all the ice and snow
The end in sight

Drops:
- Peole sneezing into books at the library, then putting them back on the shelf
-Vagrancy
- Tests the week before exams
- Walking in on people having sex
- George Bush calling global warming a hoax
- Taking life too seriously
- Lack of imagination/ingenuity/motivation
- Chris Lang's comments on the Liberty game
PAT cont'd p.2
It was a large white printed
G.

'"Dunk of the people who are
unfortunate not to get presents."
I say you are correct sir or
ma'am.
But come on.
Puzzles.
They suck.
The man who invented them
even said so in a recent interview in Time.
Have a safe, but fun break.
I cannot wait till I hear sto
ries from you guys' adventures
back home.
Enjoy it

This couldn't be.
Slowly, but more anxiously I
continued my meticulous
unwrapping.
♦GASP* what followed no
one could have guessed. It was
an I equal to that of the G.
This has to be it, it has to.
Though I don't remember
being able to read I most certainly knew what G.I. Joe was
when I saw it.
I tore that wrapping paper I
new one. And when the carCheers,
nage was over I was taken
Pat
aback at what was in my
tiny four year old hands.
It was a flipping G.I. Joe
puzzle.
A G.I. Joe puzzle.
A puzzle.
My mom still likes to
point to a specific indention on our living room
wall.
That spot she always
recalls playfully is the spot
that her four year old son
threw a puzzle.
Yes, it was a brat thing
to do.
But what would you do.
I think I did rather well
considering the circum- Object of the writer's desire.
stances.
http://www.tiyarchirr.com
Pat, you might say,
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Walk to coffee shops.

Longwood
Students Sponsor
Book Drive
Janet Jones
\\ditorinChuf

Walk to restaurants.
Walk to work.
Walk to class.
(And never search for a parking space again.)

W lk2CampusProperties
Seventy renovated and distinctive
apartments for lease within the heart of
downtown Farmville. Visit our website
for pictures, pricing, floor plans, and
appointments.

www.waiK^iongwood.corn

On
December
7,
2005,
Longwood students Amy Allen
and Leah Nunn co-sponsored a
Book Drive for the students of
Prince
Edward
Elementary
School.
After discovering that over
40% of the students at Prince
Edward Elementary did not own
a single book, /Mien and Nunn
decided to dedicate their time and
Citizen Leadership projects for
English 400 to this project.
Together they were able to collect
over 650 books from friends,
family, churches and local businesses.
After inhabiting help from the
lxmgwood Ambassadors, the students were able to personally
deliver over 400 books to
Kindergarten and first grade
classes, and donate the rest to the
library. Ambassador volunteers,
who also included: April Lockley,
Matthew Crawford,
Allison
Hazelwood, Mike Walters, Ashley
Kirchberg, Caitlin Dinecn, Janet
Jones and Katie Culbertson, had
the opportunity to read one of
these books to each Kindergarten
and First grade class.
The children, teachers "and
principals all showed their appreciation to the volunteers and recognized all the hard work by Allen
and Nunn.

Above: Leah Nunn reads to a
first grade class
Below: A photo of the hooks
that were raised by AnnAllen and Leah Nunn

434/409-7108
123 W. Third Street
Farmville, VA 23901
Phoim OHMS} vjieah \unn
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For the Week of December 9 - 20
^

Friday the 9th

Saturday the 10th

Friday the 16th

Monday the 19th

Songs lor die Holidays by
the Canierata Singers
3:00 p.m.
The Rotunda

Reading Day

Roy Clark Conceit
3 p.m. and 8 p.m.
Jarman Auditorium
Tickets: Orchestra $2.5, Main
Floor $20, Balcony $15

Faculty/Staff Luncheon
N(K)ii - 1:80 p.m.
Grand Dining Hall

The Longwood
Company of Dancers
7:30 p.m.
Jarman Auditorium
Snowball Dance
9 p.m.
Lankford Ballroom
Beach Party: Surf Club
& The Senior Class
8 p.m.
Mulligans Bar

The Longwood
Company of Dancers
7:30 p.m.
Jarman Auditorium

Saturday the 17th
Men's Basketball vs.
High Point
2 p.m.
Willett Hall

Sunday the 11th
Midnight Breakfast
10 p.m. - Midnight
Dorrill Dining Hall

Women's Basketball vs.
Morgan State
I p.m.
Willett Hall

Tuesday the 20th
Men's Basketball vs.
Valparaiso
7 p.m.
Willett Hall

Ww Qctuncfa (W°isftes ^Everyone a *$afe ancfTIajrpy itofiday reason i/

Tongue in Cheek
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By: Ellie Woodruff
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WMLU 913 FM, trie Music of Longwood's Campus
l.ongwood's radio station comparable to UVA's.
SU(f Writer
WMLU is responsible for multiWMLU 91.3 is the 250-watt
ple events on campus, including
broadcasting voice of Longwood
"Batde of the Bands".
The station
University. The
"Roc* out with the school, and give back to them what we
is also responradio station is
are given by playing the best music and providing the best
sible for organtucked away on
entertainment we can."
izing Bandfest.
the ground floor
Bandfest is a
of Hiner.
-John Gross, Program Director for WMLU,
on the station's purpose Spring
The station also
provides invaluWeekend live
Shows
like
"Hypnosis
able experience for the students
music event. It is scheduled for
that volunteer as Disc |ockeys Theatre" with DJ Monster John Friday, April 7, 2006.
and DJ Tingler with its wide
In the past, Bandfest has fea(DJs).
New DJs must be trained for a array of music choices, .can help tured major pop/punk acts such as
total of six hours under the to circumvent the monotony of Something
Corporate
and
supervision of at least one of the writing a ten-page essay .
Yellowcard.
John Gross serves as the pro11 board members before they
The committee that presides
gram director and has been over the event is working to find a
can be permitted a show.
Currently, the station has 40 involved with the station for the suitable five band lineup to rock
DJs who run approximately 41 1- past six semesters.
out at the field behind the Student
The station's purpose is to, Union.
2 hour shows weekly.
The station broadcasts 24 Gross said, "Rock out with the
The station also has the capabilhours a day and splits its pro- school, and give back to them ity to DJ events on campus.
gramming
between
NPR what we are given by playing the
Gross explained, "We are like a
(National Public Radio) and stu- best music and providing the DJ at a nightclub, but we can move
dent shows.
best entertainment we can."
it around with portable speakers
The student shows consist of
This commitment has made and equipment to any event on
Justin Smith

music and public service
announcements. They are also a
showcase for srudent DJs exercising the privilege of having a
radio station.

campus.
The station accepts applications
for their services at their email
address, wmlu@longwood.edu.
Longwood's radio station provides the student body the opportunity to become a member of the
staff.
Meetings are held on Sundays at
9 pm. Anyone interested in
becoming part of the station is
encouraged to come.
To check out what the station
has to offer, go to its website,
http://lancer.longwood.edu/org/
wmlu.

The DJs love to hear
voices other than their
own. Show them some
love by requesting songs.
Call 434-394-2475, or
Instant Message them at
WMLU Radio 913.
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edppe
Blent
CLANG! And another
one goes down, dented and gaping, in the
Williamson's driveway.
The metal numbs my
hands through my fingerless gloves, and my
nose
feels
gone,
hacked off by the cold
wind.
But I won't come
back in the truck,
hanging out for all the
woods to see, my pigtails whip into my face,
my brother, behind the
wheel, hollers at me but the words don't
reach my ears as my
bat wreaks vengeance
for a game sorely lost,
and another Cavalier
mailbox |a Johnson
this time) eats alu-

Shout-outs are always
free.
Leslie Smith

208 CLARK ST, FAKMVILLE. VA 23901
Call (434) 315-5566 or Fax (434) 315-5526
www. longwood- village. com

A

Cunent Special*

3

IMMIIooiti

apaitiimit foi $1100 pel month!
(That "$ only $334 per person with utilities included.
Choose from a 6 to 24 Month lease.)

3-Bedroom apartments
starting at $400 per month
(p«r bedroom)
community amenities

apartment features

-

• fully equipped kitchens
(i e dishwasher, microwave)
- private bedrooms & baths
- washer & dryer
- high speed Ethernet access included
- extended cable t v. included
- $75 electric allowance/month included
- water and sewer included

spacious clubhouse
fitness center
theater
game room
computer/media room
swimming pool and hot tab

- ample parking
- ft** shuttle service to camp

©

BBOU IfflMTMMT
ft

S
L

3 bedroom
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Morris Dees to Inspire Civil Liberty at Longwood
Kristen Casalenuovo
Opinion Editor

In celebration of Martin Luther
King Jr. Day, on January 19,
Longwood University will be
hosting Morris Dees, a civil rights
speaker of legendary proportions.
Dees grew up in Mount Mcigs,
Alabama. His father, Morris Sr.,
was a cotton farmer.
To help the family business,
Morris Jr. worked in the fields
alongside African-Americans, fellow workers whom he came to
regard as friends.
One of his most symbolic
memories from childhood was his
father sharing a drinking ladle
with one of his African-American
female employees.
During a time when water
fountains were still segregated,
this simple act of racial equality
left a permanent impression on
Morris Jr.
Dees witnessed the injustice
and brutality of racism firsthand.

Living in Alabama, he had a of his life. It ultimately resulted in eral courts. Dees exposed this
front row seat for the civil rights the founding of the Southern dark truth and effectively intePoverty Law Center, a nonprofit grated the YMCA in 1969.
movement.
Dees has made many enemies
After the Sixteenth Street organization dedicated to fighting
since he formed Klanwatch, a
Baptist Church bombing in racial injustice.
Birmingham killed four One of his latest victories caused the watchdog initiative within
African-American girls, United Mans of America, one of the most the Center that monitors
Dees asked his congrega- violent Klan groups in the nation, to go Klan activity and sues when
necessary. In addition to
tion to pray for them, and bankrupt and dissolve.
upholding civil rights in
when he lifted his head, he
One of the first pro bono court decisions and ensuring the
and his wife were the only two
cases Dees took on for the accused impoverished minorities
people left in the sanctuary.
Later, he would sneak past Center challenged the YMCA, receive a fair trial, he has initiated
police barricades to watch the which had been segregated since and won several lawsuits against
the Klan, an accomplishment that
Selma marchers reach their desti- its opening in 1869.
After the Civil Rights Act of sparked vandalisms to the
nation at the capitol grounds in
1964, rather than desegregate the Center's office in Montgomery
Montgomery and hear the
speeches of Dr. King and oth- public parks and pools in and attempted assassinations
ers, risking arrest and even being Montgomery, the city shut them against himself and his family at
threatened at gunpoint by his all down and made a secret deal their home.
Threats do not deter Dees
with the area YMCA to coordiown uncle.
During an overnight stay in nate the swimming programs for from his pioneering crusade for
civil rights.
the Cincinnati airport in the community.
In this way, Montgomery offiOne of his latest victories
February 1968, Dees read
forced
the United Klans of
Clarence Darrow's autobiogra- cials circumvented the ruling
phy which inspired him to make since the YMCA, a private organ- America, one of the most violent
a decision that altered the course ization, was out of reach of fed- Klan groups in the nation, to go

Lindsay Emery, freshman, received
the Lucile Walton Art Scholarship.

Alex Grabiec, junior, received the
Barbara Bishop Scholarship.

Four Students Selected lor Longwood Art Scholarships
Four Longwood University students were recently selected for the
scholarships awarded annually by
the Department of Art.
Lindsay Emery, a freshman from
Virginia Beach, received the Lucile
Walton Art Scholarship.
Alex Grabiec, a junior from
Chesapeake, received the Barbara
Bishop Scholarship.
Lauren Lewis, a sophomore
from Madison, received the
Virginia
Bedford
Memorial
Scholarship.
And Megan McConnnell, a senior from Frederick, Md., received
the
Franklin
Federal
Art
Scholarship. All are art majors.

Two of the scholarships honor
longtime members of the art facultyBarbara L. Bishop, who died in
1991, was a Longwood alumna
who taught here from 1965 to
1990 and chaired the department
for 14 years. She was instrumental
in establishing tne Longwood
Center for the Visual Arts.
Virginia E. Bedford, who died in
1977, taught at Longwood from
1928 to 1972 and chaired the
department for 28 years.
The Lucile Walton Scholarship
honors a 1925 Longwood graduate
who was an art teacher in Danville.

Lauren Lewis, sophomore, received
the Virginia Bedford Memorial
Scholarship.

bankrupt and dissolve.
Today, the Center invests a
great deal of effort in education.
Klanwatch has evolved into
Hatewatch, and through an initiative called the Intelligence
Project, the Center works with
local law enforcement across the
nation to keep them informed of
all hate group activity in their
area.
Another project, Tolerance.org,
has also been established to promote understanding and acceptance.
The website offers daily news,
entertaining games for children,
and guides and resources for
teachers, community leaders, and
activists.
Dees has earned a reputation as
a hero, and he truly lives out the
words of his own hero, Clarence
Darrow: "I have fought my batdes, not against the weak and
poor—but against power, injustice, against oppression."

Megan
McConnell,
senior,
received the Franklin Federal
Art Scholorship.

Logwood c^kvcpfli/vuj of T>a\MtYZ presents
"Allwriv^ captivflttoi/us'
i>ecew,ber_9th avuk 10th
PtrforvwAvwi starts at J--.30 PM;
x>oors> open at J- PM.
Admission cost is 3 dollars.
for Logwood Students
avul 4 dollars for general ad mission.
CoiA^ert will incline a variety of davits,
including tap, jazz, hip-hop and v*u)dtrv\.

Happy Holidays:f

PAU.H

Some students enjoy the snow, and
add to the collection of sculptures
on Longwood's campus.

A few guys got together and took advantage of a
day off on Barlow's lawn, playing football.

©glow are quotes that were submitted by those who donated food or money
to our holiday Jood drive. Thank you!!

"flRC de Triumphe-the best
"%ile Number i--Chicks
tTOC flail! We're gonna win the dig laughter"- anonymous
hall cup."-Jen Clapp
KMfl-"you are a sexy
"Merry Christmas-flolla
b***h. I IsOVe you"-N.S
to the f)irty f)ozen"Cble-Train

"•Don't touch the postive
with the negative end."

"Kris, Kev: Cheesecake?
1 cook and I clean and
you kids spit in my /ace!

"Go Straight to flell,
flappy Holidays"- p.fi
'1/ you're not part of the solution you're part of the precipitate." "tl poll shows that 3 out o/ 4- people make up
75% of the population." - Charles ftoss
To The Rotunda ed
Board (05-06) and the
girls o/STy, and their
groupie* "I love you all!"
-Naomi Pearson
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"I don't do drugs; 1
do girls!" - fl pirate
Tor he who sheds blood with
me today will be my brother"
(Shakespeare)- John Graham
Snow pictuta protljed Emily Grott

Mrs. Claus was also at
the festival, (right) waving at the floats and
crowds of people.
(Far right) A portapotty on wheels joined
the parade, promoting a
porta-potty company.

(Above) Back to front: Denee Porter, Alyssa
Worbetz, Alea Newman, and Ashley Stewart test
out the hill without a sled. Denee and Alea are
from Arizona, and this is Denee's first snowfall.
(Right) A commuter cleans winter precipitation off a car.
(Far Right) A couple of students make snow
angels in their spare time.

At the "Christmas Parade," the Shriners showed up in their
traditional fezzes and cars (above). Santa also made an
appearance in his sleigh on the back of a tractor (below).
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Congratulations to the following seniors graduating in December
Christina Alston, AS
Nikki Anderson, AS
Chelsea Atherton, AS
Mary Baird, AS
Amanda Barefoot, BE
Kathren Barnes, AS
Dana Barr, AS
Lorin Barta, BE
Laura Bishop, AS
Nikieya Blackman, EH
William Blackmon, AS
Jane-Amy Blue, AS
Kanee Booth, BE
Deck Boyles, AS
Kelly Brake, AS
Rebecca Brandt, AS
Patrick Briscoe, BE
Kristina Buck, AS
Sara Burhans, AS
Nicole Butler, AS
Megan Camden, EH
Christopher Campbell, BE
Sara Carden, BE
Brendan Carry, BE
Rebecca Carson, AS
Brooke Cavanaugh, AS
Renee' Chalmers, BE
Edwin Chamblin, AS
Marisa Cohen, BE
Joseph Compton, BE
Stephanie Condon, AS
William Cooksey, AS
Kelly Creamer, AS
Keydra Cypress, AS
Matthew Daniel, AS
Sheryl Davis, AS
Kathryn DeLuca, AS
Mary Dickerson, AS

Jessica Dudley, AS
Lindsay Duncan, AS
Marilyn Durham, AS
Jeffrey Edwards, BE
Elizabeth Eldridge, AS
Karen Epperson, EH
Adam Feldvary, BE
Whitney Fleming, AS
Jonathan Frees, BE
Janice Furrevig, AS
Jennifer Garrett, AS
Matthew Genoa, BE
John Gilbert, AS
Justin Gioeli, BE
Margaret Gipson, AS
Daniel Glenn, AS
Caycee Goad, AS
Amanda Goetz, BE
Joshua Grand, AS
Christina Gray, AS
Christopher Green, AS
Thomas Gregory, AS
John Gross, BE
Mary Gyurisin, AS
Heather Hadley, AS
Katherine Halladay, AS
Christopher Hallberg, AS
Julie Hamlett, AS
John Hangey, BE
Kelly Hartley, BE
William Hawver, AS
Jessica Hayes, BE
Matthew Heretick, AS
Daniel Hightower, BE
Mary Hodges, AS
Katherine Hoehne, AS
William Holman, BE
Walter Howard, BE

Lester Humphrey, BE
Michael Jaeger, AS
Cheri Jarvis, AS
Andrew Jefferson, EH
Kate Jenkins, AS
Willard Jeter, AS
Sarah Johnson, AS
Kelly Jones, AS
Monet Keeve, AS
Emily Kirby, AS
Darin Knicely, AS
Christen Kraft, AS
Rachel Krakaur, BE
Amanda Kregiel, AS
Jacob Krekorian, BE
Christopher Leech, AS
Elizabeth Lewis, AS
Quintin Lewis, AS
Keri Lindsey, AS
Whitney Long, AS
John Lore, AS
Cassandra Maloney, AS
Deanna Martinez, AS
Michael Maslaney, AS
Byron Massie, EH
Eboni Mathewson, BE
Angela Mayberry, BE
Ashley Mayer, AS
Rachel McCauley, AS
Jerry McCoy, AS
Brian Medley, EH
Marita Meldere, BE
Stephen Miles, AS
Katherine Milrier, AS
Brett Mooney, EH
Kristen Morissette, AS
Jodi Morley, AS

Angela Morris, BE
Laurie Morris, AS
Craig Newcomb, AS
Karen Newcomb, AS
Michael Nguyen, BE
Holly Noble, EH
Samuel Oakley, AS
Enitan Oyewole, AS
Nikesha Parker, AS
Duane Partusch, EH
Amanda Pattern, EH
Erin Patton, AS
Rachel Payne, AS
Gary Perez, AS
Andrew Peterson, BE
Willie Pettus, AS
Heather Piedra, AS
Christopher Plunkett, AS
Alexander Psihramis, BE
Jonathan Regeimbal, AS
Sharon Rettinger, BE
Diana Reynolds, AS
Lisa Ricapito, AS
Sarah Richards, AS
Matthew Richter, AS
Abby Rinaca, AS
Brooke Rives, AS
Ashley Robertson, AS
Amy Robinson, AS
Lisa Rollins, AS
John Rome, AS
Holly Roop, AS
Alexis Schaeffer, AS
Michael Schaeffer, AS
Carrie Schlimmer, BE
Robin Schoenwetter, AS
Ashley Sharpe, BE

Heidi Sigmund, AS
Anne Smith, AS
Scott Smith, AS
Melissa Smutek, AS
Rebecca Snyder, EH
Susan South, AS
Brandy Spicer, AS
Rebekah Stager, AS
Alishia Stewart, EH
Shannon Sting, EH
Miranda Swecker, AS
Meghan Taylor, AS
Bobbi Thibo, AS
Katie Thomas, AS
Heather Thompson, AS
Shannon Tooley, AS
Kenneth Turner, AS
Robert Wagner, AS
Chelsea Wallen, AS
Joy Walsh, AS
Bethany Warren, AS
Magan Watson, AS
Melanie Weaver, EH
Laura Weidenbach, AS
Kelly Weimer, AS
Justin Welch, BE
Ray Whaley, BE
Kimberlee Whisonant, AS
Jennifer Whitam, AS
Crystal Wickham, AS
Margaret Wilkins, AS
Jennifer Wille, AS
Demetria Wilson, AS
Melissa Winters, AS
Amy Wood, A§
Kevin Wright, BE
Regina Wright, EH

AS—Graduating from the College of
Arts and Sciences
BE—Graduating from the College of
Business and Economics
EH—Graduating from the College of
Education and Human Services

Left
Above:
Will
Pettus,
Dan Steele
Left
Below:
Asbky John son,
Marka Meldere

Above: J.D. Rome,Stephen
Miles, Rob Brown
Left: Jake Krekorian
Right: Holly Roop

Sports
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Athletics Conducts Inaugural Hall of Fame Induction
Kyle Martin
r-m-C.hirl

Six former players and coaches
\uri_ honored and inducted into
Longwood's newly established
athletics
hall-of-famc
on
November 27. The 2005 hall of
fame members include Tina
Barrett, Dr. Elizabeth Burger
Jackson, Julie Dayton, Jerome
Kersey, Dr. Barbara Smith, and
Michael Tucker.
"The recipients strengthen our
resolve in whatever championship game we may play in,"
President Patricia Cormier said.
'Thank vou for bringing honor
and glory to this institution."
For Barrett, a former member
of the women's golf team (class
of 1988), the evening turned into
a double celebration. Her presenter and husband Dan Friedman
acknowledged the couple's 12ycar wedding anniversary.
"I hope you like this speech,
because it was either this speech
or jewelry," Friedman said.

Barrett is an 18-ycar Ladies
Professional Golf Association
Tour member who won the 1988
Honda-Broderick Award for Colt
as the top woman collegiate athlete in the sport.
Jackson (class of 1934) received
her honor for her participation
with the field hockey team (193032), as a two-time member of the
United States National Team. She
was also a Professor of Natural
Sciences for 39 years (1938-76) at
1-ongwood. Jackson died in 1998.
"She was a pioneer in athletics
when women's athletics was not
held in high regard," Carolyn
Wells, Jackson's presenter, said.
"She stands not only as a pioneer
of the sport, but also as a coach to
so many women who enjoyed the
thrill of competition and participation."
"Julie [Dayton] had spirit, determination, and a passion for her
sport," presenter Jane Miller said.
A two-time Ail-American in
I-acrosse, Dayton (class of 1981)

joined the hall's inaugural class
due to her 10-year membership
with the United States Women's
Lacrosse National Team (19821991). She is also a member of
the Virginia Lacrosse Hall of
Fame (1997) and the Delaware
Sports Hall of Fame (1993).
"There is another piece to my
bio that seems to get left out. I
never lost a game," Dayton said
during her acceptance speech.
Kersey (class of 1984) is a veteran of the National Basketball
Association with a career stretching across 17 seasons, which
includes the 1999 NBA championship with San Antonio.
"He never put himself on a
pedestal and was always genuine
and down to earth," teammate
and presenter Kevin Brandon
said.
A second-round (46th overall)
pick in 1984 by Pordand, Kersey
holds ten school records including rebounds (1,162).
"Being honored by your col-

lege is up there with the pinnacle
of success because this is where I
got started," Kersey said.
As the founder and 26-year
(1966-1992) head coach of the
women's golf program at
I-ongwood, Smith earned her
place in the inaugural class capturing three National Golf Coaches
Association Division II National
Championships (1987, 1988,
1990) and five national runner-up
finishes (1981, 1984, 1989, 1991,
1992).
"The first place they took me
was the Longwood golf course
and I knew I wanted to be here,"
Smith said.
•The final induction of the
evening belonged to baseball's
Tucker who has 11 years of experience in Major League Baseball
and was a member of the 1992
United States Olympic Team. He
was the 10th overall pick in the
1992 MLB draft by Kansas City.
"The roots of Michael Tucker
are greater than his accomplish-

ments on a major league held."
baseball head coach Buddy
Bolding said. "It's the family that
makes Michael Tucker." He was a
Division
II
lst-Team AilAmerican (1991-1992) and heholds seven Longwood records
including batting average (.428)
and home runs.
"This induction is an individual
achievement, but it's a group
effort," a tearful Tucker said.
'Thanks, Dad."
As the events of the star-studded evening drew to a close, the
throngs of family members and
friends welcomed the barrage of
photographers and spent time
reminiscing of their athletic pasts.
Director of Athletics Rick
Mazzuto, wrapped up the event,
staring, "Certainly, our inaugural
class would rival any of those in
the land."
With a new tradition underway,
Longwood athletics has ensured
that its proud past will not be lost
in the future.

Player Profile:
Basketball Spotligkt
Amber Mason
1) What made you start playing basketball?
--1 just found basketball interesting. In middle and high school, I
also played field hockey, track, and soccer and I knew that I wanted
to play a sport in college.
2) Who has been your biggest influence during your basketball career?
— I probably don't have just one influence. I would say that I learn
best from my teammates from year to year.
3) Why did you choose to play at Longwood?
— Longwood has my major, criminal justice, and it is an in-state school that recruited both
me and my sister.
c 4) What can we look forward to this season?
- First, we have to get to know the personnel and each teammate. We have to come together as a team and execute and score to win games.
5) Do you have a favorite pre-game meal?
- On days of home games, the team eats together in d-hall.
6) Do you have any pre-game rituals?
- My class, Jessica, Ashley, and me, has worn an armband every year. Personally, I just listen to music and try to get focused and prepare for the game.
7) What is the most important thing that you've learned at LU?
- I have learned that the people that you met come from different backgrounds. It makes
vou learn how to interact and communicate effectively.
8) Do you have a favorite basketball memory?
- My favorite memory is of winning the CVAC championship my freshman year and finishing 29-5.

Class of 2005, left to right: Tina Barrett, Bob Burger, Julie Dayton,
Jerome Kersey, Barbara Smith, Michael Tucker.
Photo and (option provided by Longwood Athletict Media and Public delations

Challenge Job and Interasnip Fair Follow-Up....
On November 15,2005,70 Longwood students attended the Challenge
Job and Internship Fair in Roanoke, VA. This was an opportunity for
students to take advantage of networking and practicing their interviewing skills with recruiters. For the morning portion of the job fair,
students introduced themselves, made contacts, and passed out
resumes to employers that struck their interest. For many students, the
second half of the day was spent in personal one-on-one interviews.
This day proved to be a success, and rising juniors and seniors are
encouraged to attend next fall.
The Career Center stall would like to (hank those that attended the Challenge Job
& Internship Fair and? encourage students to attend the I,ongw<xxl Job & Internship
Fair on February lti and the Education Recruitment Day on March 17.
The entire Career Center staff wishes you a relaxing and safe winter breakl

Shorts
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Longwood Men's, Women's Rugbij Teams Take Tkird Place
in Annual Virginia Tournament
John Graham
Vjtff>V Coach

Last Saturday, before sunrise,
while the Longwood campus
slept, 30 dedicated rugby players
and their fans awoke and traveled to Richmond to play in the
Christmas
7's
Rugby
Tournament.
Originating in Scotland, 7's
rugby is a variation on the traditional game, using only 7 players
per team (15 is normal) and
shortened halves (7 minutes
instead of 40).
Games are typified by long
runs and sharp passing skills by
7's fast, excellent ball handlers.
The Christmas 7's is an annual
event held in Richmond and traditionally ends the Fall season.
This year the event drew 21
teams (9 women's teams and 12
men's teams).
The event is open, which
means college teams and clubs
teams can compete against each
other.
I^ongwood was the only team
(club or college) to field both a
women's team and a men's team
for this event.
Other universities represented
were University of Richmond,
Virginia
Commonwealth
University, Old
Dominion
University, St. Mary's College
(Maryland), Mary Washington
University and University of
Virginia. Club teams came from

Norfolk,
Virginia
Beach,
Richmond, Charlottesville and a
group of Marines from Camp
Lejeune, North Carolina.
In the format of this tournament, the teams were divided
into groups and played the other
teams in their group. The winners of each group then
advanced to championship play,
based on their relative standings.
The women faced the
University of Richmond first in
group play.
It was a close game and the
early morning cold resulted in
poor
ball
handling.
The
Ix>ngwood women prevailed 105 on tries by Liah Williams and
Heather Turner.
In the next game the women
played the Norfolk Blues.
Longwood raced to a three-try
lead behind scores from
Williams, Sam Reulinger and a
try and two conversions from
Kristina Johnson.
The halfbme score of 19-0
seemed secure, but the Norfolk
team came back strong with
three scores of their own.
A failed conversion in the
dying minutes of the game left
Longwood a 19-17 winner and
one of the top three seeds entering championship play.
In the men's draw, Longwood
faced Old Dominion University
in the first round.
XDDU scored first but
Longwood came back on a long

try by Scott Zavrel.
ODU scored once again bur
tries by Justin Mulkey and
Donald I^amar along with
Zavrel's conversion ended the
game with a 19-12 victory for
Ixingwood.
The second game was against
West Potomac, a men's club
from Washington, D.C. This
game was a defensive struggle
but on tries from Lamar and
Tony Soules, I^ongwood prevailed 12-7.
The
victory
left
the
1-ongwood men in first place in
the group and they advanced to
the championship bracket on
the men's side of the tournament.
The playoffs started with the
women's team playing James
River Rugby Club, a team from
Richmond. Ix>ngwood played
very aggressively and threatened
the try line most of the game
but were unable to get the go
ahead score.
Williams came on as a late
substitute and took the ball
down the wing for the onlyscore of the game and a 5-0 victory.
After five games, the
Longwood teams were undefeated. Both the men and
women reached the semi-finals
of their bracket in the tournament. All of the college teams
had fallen, leaving Longwood to
face some of the larger club

women with three tries, while
teams to win the event.
The Richmond lions were the Johnson and Turner added tries
first to confront the men. The and conversions.
Christine Clay and Nina Elliot
level of play increased and the
men responded to the challenge. played outstanding defense and
Richmond scored early and con- set up several tries in great allperformances.
The
verted while Zavrel scored down around
the sideline and was unable to women finished in third place,
also ahead of all other college
convert, leaving the score 7-5.
One more Richmond score women's teams in the nine team
just before halftime made it 12-5. competition.
In all competitions and games
In the second half, the speed
of the Richmond players proved for men and women, the
too much and they scored twice Longwood Rugby clubs finished
more leaving the final score 22-5 with a 13-5 record for the season.
There are no more rugby
with I.ongwood on the losing
games until February, when both
end.
The women took the field the men and the women will
against the Blue Ridge Rugby resume practice.
The spring season will feature
Club from Charlottesville. The
a
trip to Myrtle Beach for the
I^ongwood women were unable
men's team and to Savannah for
to muster a score and fell 19-0.
There were tremendous per- the women.
New players are always welformances by both the men's and
women's teams. Captains Zavrel come and spring practice will
and Lamar led the scoring for start the second week of the
spring semester on Her field.
the men with two tries each.
Practices are Tuesday and
Mulkey, Soules and Cody
Switzer added tries while Pat Thursday at 4 pm. No experience
Gorham and Joel Pollock pro- is necessary.
Contact Coach John Graham
vided outstanding support and
defensive play, as the men fin- at grahamjr@longwood.edu or
ished, out of 12 teams, in a tie Campus recreation for more
information.
for third place .
This result placed them ahead
of all other college teams includt
ing UVa. ODU, VCU and UR,
and ahead of all but the
Richmond and James River Club
teams.
Captain Williams led the

Thanks to Lexil
CaitCin, Sam's par
ents and my side,
kick, JAnna.
-John Graham

o
Longwood Rugby Women: Whitney Clayton, Heather Turner, Ashley
Diehl, Nina Marie Elliot, Marylyn McKee, Janet Jones, Hollie Witt,
Kristina Johnson (Front row)Liah Williams, Sam Ruelinger, Christine
Clay.

Longwood Men's Team: Pat Gorham, Ben Adams, Pat Ferrell, Donald
Lamar, Tony Soules, Cody Switzer, Scott Zavrel, Joel Pollock, Steve Davis,
Justin Mulkey.

@ Sunchase

Catch a ride to the Clubhouse on the
Sunchase Shuttle
Win an iPodl
FREE Food & Drinks
Pick-up your Exam Survival Kit!
Pick a Professors' brain or have your final papers edited
from 6-10
Use our Business Center for computer research and
printing
—
—

Check us out at sunchase-longwoodco^

